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Abstract. We present Phrase-Verified Voting, a voter-verifiable remote
voting system easily assembled from commercial off-the-shelf software
for small private elections. The system is transparent and enables each
voter to verify that the tally includes their ballot selection without requiring any understanding of cryptography. This system is an example of
making voter verification usable. The paper describes the system and an
experience with it in fall 2020, to vote remotely in promotion committees
in a university.
Each voter fills out a form in the cloud with their selection V for each
race and a two-word passphrase P . The system generates a verification
prompt of the (V, P ) pairs and a tally of the votes, organized to help
visualize how the votes add up. After the polls close, each voter verifies
that this table lists their (V, P ) pair and that the tally is computed
correctly.
The system is especially appropriate for any small group making sensitive decisions. Because the system would not prevent a coercer from
demanding that their victim use a specified passphrase, it is not designed for applications where such malfeasance would be likely or go
undetected.
Results from 43 voters show that the system performed effectively for its
intended purpose, and introduced users to the concept of voter-verified
elections. Compared to the commonly-used alternatives of paper ballots
or voting by email, voters found the system easier to use, and that it
provided greater privacy and outcome integrity.

Keywords. Boardroom voting, low-tech voting, Phrase-Verified Voting (PVV),
remote voting, vote verification.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic prompted many universities to carry out their operations remotely. In normal times, promotion committees follow boardroom voting protocols: they meet, deliberate, and vote in one room. This paper’s work
resulted from a design challenge to help a university that cares about such meetings having a secret ballot when everyone is voting from virtual platforms during
the pandemic lockdown. We describe Phrase-Verified Voting (PVV), designed to
have more outcome integrity and ballot privacy than the remote voting approach
of sending votes by email that had been in place.
In this context, the chair of the Promotion Committee in the Computer
Science and Electrical Engineering Department of the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County asked for a recommendation on how voting should take place
remotely in fall 2020. The system needed to require few steps, be learned and
used in a few minutes, and be compatible with the institutional constraints of the
university. These constraints include not introducing new vendors and keeping
data on campus.
We designed, implemented, and fielded PVV as a remote “boardroom voting
system,” using a common cloud-based form.
In some public referenda—such as most votes in parliamentary houses—
individual votes are public. Some universities use public voting as part of the
deliberation around promotion cases. Many other university promotion systems
and decisions made by boards of directors require ballot privacy. A traditional
“boardroom election” is a referendum voted on by a small number of people
(university faculty for instance) who all fit into one room, where they can see
and hear each other [5]. There are many examples of boardroom elections with
sensitive outcomes, from business directions to home owners’ associations.
Figure 1 illustrates the verification prompt—the keystone of PVV . Voters
verify this prompt, which lists each vote together with a passphrase that enables
each voter to verify that their vote is included in the tally.

Phrase-Verified Voting
Item
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NO:
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2.
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3
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Tally
YES:
3
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2
ABSTAIN: 1
Fig. 1. Example of a formatted verification prompt, which contains organized and
sorted data to facilitate a voter to check the tally and its inclusion of their vote. Two
voters did not strictly respect the “two words” instruction.

Stakeholders in boardroom meetings are often concerned with privacy and
adversaries trying to alter the tally. PVV addresses these problems and has simpler administration than do other distanced approaches. It includes a structure
to record the list of who could and did vote, to collect votes automatically, and to
assure voters that their vote is included in the tally. PVV is designed with commercial off-the-shelf systems for cases where elections are run remotely, where
organizers also want to ensure outcome integrity, and that the tally accurately
reflects voter intentions. Unlike many online voting systems such as Helios [2],
PVV does not use mathematical cryptography and does not require advanced
knowledge of modern security tools. The system can be used as a teaching tool
to introduce the value of verifiable voting.
PVV attempts to reform boardroom voting, which often includes loud voices
and other manipulative activities, by proposing a more transparent system whose
outcome can be easily verified by voters. The verifiability of PVV increases assurance in the correctness of the outcome; it prevents an adversary from manipulating the outcome without detection. The low-tech feature of PVV makes the
system easier to understand, implement, and carry out. It is not intended for
applications in which voter coercion is likely or would go unnoticed.
Our contributions include:
– a demonstration that vote verification can be easy.
– a remote voting system for giving remote boardroom voting verification that
does not depend on software, retains voter privacy, and prevents the election
authorities from tampering with election outcomes.
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– a demonstration that stakeholders considered our system advantageous, with
two voter groups using it a total of 14 times.

2

Background and Previous Work

Important decisions take place in boardrooms, in-person and remotely, including
decisions about polices, strategies, leadership, and constituency, with a variety of
available voting options. In our case, university promotion committees had been
voting in person with paper ballots, but switched to online video meetings. By
contrast, promotion committees in some schools choose to expose voter choices
for transparency, at the cost of having no privacy. In fall 2020, most promotion
committees at the university in question voted by email, with members sending
their ballot selections to a “trusted” third party.
Desirable properties of voting systems include outcome integrity, ballot privacy, the ability to learn and use it in a few minutes, reliable operations, and
an architecture simple enough to deploy and analyze reliably. Multiple solutions
have been proposed for cases similar to the one at hand; Section 4 describes the
decision process between key alternatives.
Many solutions protect voters with solutions based on advanced cryptography. Hao and Ryan [13] survey modern electronic voting systems, including
end-to-end (E2E) verifiable systems such as Scantegrity II [8]. For an introduction to verifiable voting, see Benaloh et al. [4]. Chaum et al. of the VoteXX
Project [11] designed a remote voting system that is coercion-resistant. Several
systems are also specifically tailored for verifiable cryptographic remote boardroom voting—e.g., Javani and Sherman [15]. Kulyk et al. [17] also evaluate the
efficiency of four boardroom voting protocols.
We also considered Helios [2, 3], a free open-source electronic voting system
that offers voter verifiability with quite strong security properties, as well as its
derivatives [12].
On the other hand, low-tech solutions, not depending on computer programs—
or at least advanced cryptography—can offer advantages: they do not require
complex analysis and have fewer steps to understand and implement. The simplest such system is voice voting, which offers high outcome integrity but no
ballot privacy. The initial email voting used by the university in question offered
no assurance that votes were included in the tally. The votes were mixed in with
other email communications and required complete trust into a third party for
ballot privacy and outcome integrity.
Acemayan et al. [1] analyze the usability and claimed flaws in three E2E voting systems (Scantegrity, Prêt-à-Voter and Helios), with a response by McBurnett et al. [19].
Blanchard, Selker, and Sherman [5] proposed systems for in-person low-tech
verifiable boardroom voting, and some video conference services offer non-verified
remote voting (e.g., Zoom or BigBlueButton). To our knowledge, this paper
proposes the first low-tech verifiable procedure for remote boardroom voting.
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Problem Specification and Adversarial Model

We sought a method to demonstrate that a university department’s promotion
committee can increase confidence in remotely held votes. The challenge was how
accuracy, integrity, and privacy could all be improved, in comparison to emailing
votes, for a remote boardroom voting experience in a short time without large
resources.
The method should not add significant effort, time, or expense to the process.
The goals are to:
1. ensure that the outcome is accurate;
2. enable voters to verify the correctness of the outcome and that their votes
are correctly recorded and tabulated;
3. provide ballot secrecy;
4. produce a list of people who voted and a list of eligible voters who did not
vote;
5. require few steps, to ensure that it is easy to learn to use and administer;
6. be acceptable to the organization holding the vote [23].
For the CSEE department, the approximately 35 eligible voters who used it
were mainly the tenured faculty, each holding a PhD in computer science or a
related field. For the Information Systems (IS) department, there were approximately 15 eligible voters, with similar credentials. Because the stakeholders are
known and accountable, integrity is the most important concern; the method
will have to improve assurance of a valid outcome even if it does not have to
provide an extremely high level of security. It is very important to collect the
votes with few steps and without complicating the promotion process.
There are a multitude of referenda related to personnel in the course of a
typical academic year related to promotion and tenure. For each promotion candidate, there are separate referenda for teaching, service, research, and overall.
The committee votes on these referenda in a series of meetings across months,
and a few different candidates might be considered in any one meeting. Each
meeting lasts approximately one hour. Each ballot choice for a referendum is one
of YES, NO, or ABSTAIN. A vote of ABSTAIN is sometimes called a “protest
vote” and is not equivalent to not voting. Voters may vote during a committee
meeting, or, with permission they may vote by absentee ballot before the meeting. All eligible voters not on sabbatical or other approved leave are required to
vote.
The adversary could be anyone, including voters, staff, candidates, and administrators. The goals of the adversary are to modify the outcome or to learn
how certain individuals voted. We assume that the adversary is covert in the
sense that they do not wish to be caught and do not want people to know that
they perverted the outcome.
We do not consider improper influence attacks (including voter coercion and
vote buying) or discreditation attacks that aim to cast doubt on the validity of
the outcome.
If needed, the system may use a trusted party (e.g., ideally, an agent who
does not know or have interest in the outcome), for tasks which require privacy.
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Alternatives

We considered four competing alternative voting systems:
1. (Baseline) With essentially no assurance of outcome integrity, each voter
emails their vote to a trusted third party who accumulates the emails to
tabulate their contents.1
2. (Helios) Use the Helios verifiable online voting system, which is available
through a web interface [2, 3, 27]. Helios is a free, open-source electronic
voting system that offers voter verifiability with quite strong security properties [9, 10, 14, 22].
3. (Public Vote) With high outcome integrity and no privacy, each voter speaks
their vote or fills in a form that generates a public spreadsheet that lists, for
each voter, their name and vote.
4. (Polling Software) Use the polling feature of conferencing software (e.g.,
Zoom), or conduct a survey (e.g., SurveyMonkey, Qualtrics).
The department wanted to achieve higher outcome integrity than offered by
Baseline, and required ballot privacy not offered by Public Vote.
Although Helios provides integrity, security, and accuracy, and is fairly easy
to use, it presented four concerns. First, it would have required special authorization from the university administration (like the one already given to Google),
given that the servers do not run on the university network. Second, considerable time and effort might be required to set it up and run it (especially on
the university’s servers). Third, it is more complicated, partially because understanding the inner workings requires some technical expertise—which can
create problems for voters, even if voting itself can be simple, thanks to a usable
interface. Fourth, it would have required introducing people to a new system,
since faculty have experience using and administering the chosen forms system
but none had experience using and administering Helios. Nevertheless, Helios
should be used for those who seek greater outcome integrity and are willing to
administer a more complicated system.
Polling software does not satisfy our requirements for three reasons. First,
current conference polling systems (e.g., Zoom) are restricted to yes-no votes and
do not permit a third choice (abstain). Second, they do not provide sufficient audit data. Third, they offer no approach to establish accuracy and integrity. Their
security model is to require all voters to trust their system without verification.
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We describe the PVV system, first presenting the notation and an overview, and
then separately explaining in-meeting voting, absentee voting, reporting results,
posting audit data, our implementation, dispute resolution, file artifacts, and
some voting rules underlying the design.
1

A higher-integrity variation is to email the votes to two separate trusted parties,
each of whom tabulates them independently.
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Fig. 2. Main steps of Phrase-Verified Voting. Each voter enters in a voting form their
vote and chosen passphrase (V, P ). After the polls close, each voter verifies the tally and
that it includes their vote by filling out a verification form that includes a verification
prompt of the (V, P ) values. The report includes the tally and all audit data (including
the verification prompt and verification table), as explained in Section 5.5.
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Notation and Terminology

We use the following notation and terminology.
EA denotes the Election Authority. T1 and T2 denote two trusted parties, T1
being typically part of the EA. These trusted parties are trusted only for privacy.
The Adjudication Panel includes T1 and T2 and others.
V denotes a vote (one of YES, NO, ABSTAIN). P denotes a passphrase,
which is a pair of words selected by the voter. A ballot is a form that includes a
REFERENDUM-ID, referendum date, and place to enter a (V, P ) pair.
A referendum is a specific question about one matter (e.g., the candidate’s research work). Each referendum has a REFERENDUM-ID, which uniquely identifies the referendum. A committee meeting is a meeting during which voters
make a selection on one or more referenda.
5.2

Overview

Figure 2 illustrates the main steps of PVV , and the Appendix includes examples
of the ballot and verification forms.
The Election Authority comprises more than one person supervising the election and each other. Its duties include establishing the process and registration.
The EA also attests that the ballot is correct. Being untrusted, the EA must
operate in a transparent and verifiable fashion (for more about the EA, see
Section 8.3).
For each referendum, the EA configures a cloud-based selection form with
details pertaining to the specific vote. Part of this configuration involves restricting access to users within the organization and enabling one-time submission.
When a step requires the EA, we require that T1 and T2 document that they
both explicitly agree on each step as the process goes forward—in this case,
that the ballot is set up correctly. The forms service handles authentication of
users and enforces a single submission rule, but does not reveal the identity
(e.g., email) of voters to the EA. It should also have versioning capabilities to
provide an audit trail, to show what was changed and when, if needed. We used
Google’s cloud-based service forms and sheets, which were already used by the
voters for other activities. The EA optionally provides a list of voter emails to
facilitate automated distribution of the ballot access link—otherwise the access
URL needs to be disseminated through other means.
Each voter anonymously accesses and fills out a form in which they enter
their vote V (YES, NO, ABSTAIN) and a short “passphrase” P to enable later
anonymous verification. The passphrase consists of two words chosen by the
voter that are memorable but do not identify the voter.
The forms service automatically generates a spreadsheet of the (V, P ) pairs
and a tally of the votes that the EA can access at any time. The EA may periodically announce the total number of votes cast. The committee chair announces
the close of the election on a video or audio conference call, after which the EA
closes the vote by disabling further submissions in the form.
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After the poll closes, the EA downloads the vote spreadsheet. While automation might avoid mistakes here, to avoid adding any specialized automation software, the protocol required the EA to format and position all (V, P ) pairs using
a spreadsheet. They create the verification prompt by removing timestamps for
privacy, sort the data by V , separate it into three enumerated lists, and append
a tally of V . Figure 1 shows an example of the formatted verification prompt.
The innate automatic version control tracks changes to the tally and allows an
audit, in case anyone with access is tempted to make changes to the spreadsheet.
The formatted verification prompt is inserted into a verification form. Unlike
the ballot form, this second form is configured to collect voter IDs automatically.
As a best practice, the EA distributes the form access URL by email, embedding
a copy of the audit data for voters to keep in their records. The forms tool
innately automates this process when provided proper form settings and an ID
(email) list. Collecting voter IDs on the verification form helps voters verify that
only eligible voters voted.
Each voter uses the link to access the verification form to confirm that the
verification prompt includes their (V, P ) pair and that the tally is computed
correctly. Because the votes are arranged in numbered lines, each voter can
view the accumulation going down the list of votes to confirm the tally without
calculation. Because the passphrases are sorted alphabetically, each voter can
find theirs easily. Each voter is required to fill in the verification form, which
automatically records their ID.
Section 5.4 explains how PVV handles absentee voting.
5.3

In-Meeting Voting

The PVV protocol for in-meeting voting works as follows:
1. The EA announces all referenda, the dates, and the times of the committee
meetings at which they will take place.
2. For each referendum, the EA announces the number of eligible voters and
who they are, by broadcasting and posting a document. The EA also announces the deadline by which voters may request permission to vote absentee.
3. The EA names the trusted parties T1 and T2 , who do not vote in any way in
the tenure and promotion process, do not have a stake in the outcome, and
who ideally should not be associated with the department.
4. Each voter is expected to select a fresh passphrase P on each voting day. The
voter may use their P for all referenda held on the same day (see Section 8.6).
5. For each referendum, the EA starts the voting phase. People vote by filling
out a voting form, in which they enter V, P . This form does not record or
disclose the voter’s identity. The EA stops the voting phase for the current
referendum.
6. The voting form (ballot) creates a table of (V, P ) pairs.
7. For each referendum, immediately after voting phase ends, the EA releases
the (V, P ) pairs and the vote tally, as described below. These voting data
are made available to all voters and the Adjudication Panel.
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To facilitate verification of the tally, these data are displayed in a verification
prompt as follows. The (V, P ) pairs are arranged in three groups by the three
possible votes (YES, NO, ABSTAIN). Within each group, the (V, P ) pairs
are sorted by P values. Within each group, each (V, P ) pair is listed on a
separate numbered line, with the first line of each group numbered 1. See
Figure 1.
8. For each referendum, the EA creates the verification forms and starts the
verification phase. After Step 7, each committee member fills out the verification form, which creates a verification table. Voters immediately fill out
the form during the meeting. The EA then stops the verification phase for
the current referendum.
9. Immediately after the in-meeting verification phase ends, the EA broadcasts
the verification table to all voters and the Adjudication Panel.
10. Throughout the process, the trusted party T2 receives the tables created by
the forms at the same time as does T1 , and T2 also receives all communications from T1 to the voters. T2 verifies that the audit data (see Section 5.5)
are consistent with the data T2 received from the forms.
5.4

Absentee Voting

The university’s policy requires that absentee voting be supported and be restricted to voters with legitimate reasons. Absentee voting introduces challenges
to ballot privacy for absentee voters and adds additional administrative complexity. Each absentee voter may vote at a different time, and the entire verification
prompt cannot be available immediately after absentee voters cast their ballots.
PVV handles absentee voting as follows.
1. If an eligible voter cannot attend the meeting, they must send an email to
the EA stating a reason to vote absentee. Permission to vote absentee is
granted only for compelling reasons consistent with university policy.
2. To vote absentee, the voter must fill out the voting form at least one hour
before the meeting, so that all absentee votes can be included in the verification form distributed at the meeting. Immediately after voting absentee, the
voter must fill out the absentee acknowledgment form, which simply records
the identity of the voter and that they voted absentee.
3. After the final audit data become available, any voter can check that it
includes their (V, P ) pair. Absentee voters do not fill out the verification
form—unless they are also present at the meeting. Absentee voters do not
fill out the verification form before the meeting because others would be able
to identify their vote as one of the few early votes. Absentee voters do not fill
out the verification form after the meeting because it is desirable to conclude
the process and announce the results at the meeting.
5.5

Reporting Results and Posting Audit Data

During the meeting, and immediately after the verification phase, the EA assembles the audit data, includes them into the report, posts them, and broadcasts
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them to the committee. These data comprise the REFERENDUM-ID, referendum date, list of eligible voters, list of absentee voters, list of eligible voters
who did not vote, vote table, verification prompt, and verification table. The
report should include all data useful for adjudicating a contested election but no
information that identifies how anyone voted.
Later, the chair of the promotion committee sends a copy of the committee
report to the EA, which attaches the audit data and sends them to all committee
members to sign, using a document-signing application. Since every voter is
required to review and sign this record, an attacker or a casual party of the
EA is dissuaded from attempting either direct modifications or deviations from
procedures during the voting, verification, and reporting processes.
5.6

Implementation

In our implementation, the EA comprised two designated staff members, including T1 but not T2 . Although not ideal, T1 worked within the department.
The staff members generated the ballot form, formatted the vote table into a
verification prompt to be verified by the voters, generated the verification form,
and broadcast these forms to the committee via email. The committee chair
started and stopped the voting and verification sessions. In this case, a designated staff member of each of the two participating departments served as the
second trusted party for the other department.
Voters voted and verified by filling out and submitting a Google form. Voters
signed the final report using DocuSign® [26]. The EA posted the audit data on
the university’s Box [25] cloud file system.
To provide some degree of control for eligibility and against proxy voting,
the voting form requires that the voter authenticate themself via the university’s single sign-on system. The university’s authentication system shares this
authentication event with Google, but the voting form does not record the voter’s
identity. The verification form also requires this authentication and records the
voter’s identity. Recording the voter identity on the verification form helps meet
the university requirement to report a list of people who voted, and it enables
anyone to detect ineligible or proxy voters.
5.7

Dispute Resolution

A voter may claim that the verification prompt does not include their (V, P )
pair, but that it contains some (V 0 , P ) pair, where V 0 6= V . To make such a
claim valid, the voter must reveal their name and (V, P ) pair to the Adjudication Panel. The Adjudication panel will broadcast to the voters that someone
(without identifying this person) has filed a dispute involving the (V, P ) pair.
For each valid claim, the EA will correct the V in the audit record and correct
the tallies accordingly.
Any other dispute will be adjudicated by the Adjudication Panel, which will
deliberate remotely in a conference call. The Adjudication Panel should include
members who are not associated with the department. As noted in Section 6,
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PVV cannot resolve a fraudulent claim by a dishonest voter if or when the
verification prompt does not include their (V, P ) pair.
Disputes must be filed within a specified time, say 48 hours, from the time
the EA posts the audit data. The Adjudication Panel will report the number of
claims it received and, for each, a summary of the general nature of the claim and
whether and how it was resolved. No voter filed a dispute. For more discussion,
see Section 6.2.
5.8

File Artifacts

The key surviving document from the process is the final report; special handling
should be considered for a few other resulting intermediate documents. Two
such documents are the original downloaded vote table and the downloaded
verification table, typically downloaded in a spreadsheet format. When using
the Google Forms service, these spreadsheets include timestamps for each vote.
These originals also contain the results of votes.
The other surviving documents would be in the the email verification request: we choose to include the verification prompt in the emailed verification
request, though this inclusion is optional (denoted verification prompt* in Figure 2). With the Google Forms service, this action was done by placing the
verification prompt in the form description. By comparing verification records,
users could detect changes to the verification prompt between users. Providing
this information in the emailed request could discourage users from verifying
the information directly in the online form but mixes voting material with their
other email. If the results of the vote are highly sensitive and email control policies are not appropriate, the verification prompt should not be included in the
email verification request. Finally, the forms service preserves a version of the
download records, so destruction of these documents after the opportunity for
dispute resolution should be considered.
5.9

Rules for Voting

We state six rules for voting and operational policies that enhance the voting
process:
1. All voters, including absentee voters to the extent possible, must use the same
voting procedure (i.e., fill out an identical but individual form privately).
2. All absentee votes are due at least one hour before the scheduled committee
meeting, at which a referendum is to take place. Each absentee voter must
acknowledge their vote immediately after voting.
3. Late votes are not permitted. The voting form will not accept any votes after
the close of voting.
4. Election outcomes are announced at the committee meeting, immediately
after voting ends, by displaying the tables from the cloud. No preliminary
results are announced before voting ends.
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5. Each in-meeting voter is required to vote and to engage in a vote verification
step. During the meeting, each voter present must verify that their vote is
in the tally. Each referendum is verified separately.
6. After the adjudication has ended, as part of the certification process, each
committee member signs the committee report, which includes the two tables
produced by the voting and verification steps, using a document-signing
application
Rule 3 helps ensure that the voting process will terminate during the meeting
and in a way that can be verified by the voters during the meeting.
Rule 5 enhances outcome integrity and facilitates the creation of a list of
eligible voters who voted, and a list of eligible voters who did not vote, as required
by university policy.

6

Security Notes

This section details the system’s security properties with regard to outcome
integrity, dispute resolution, discreditation attacks, ballot privacy, voter identification, and logging.
Importantly, the system is “software independent,” [21] in that any software
fault that affects the tally can be noticed by voters. That is, the election outcome
does not depend on the correct operation of any software.
6.1

Outcome Integrity

The system provides strong outcome integrity because voters have opportunities
to detect any manipulation of the tally. Since they know the number of eligible
voters and the number of people who voted, voters can detect if additional votes
were inserted into the tally by inspecting the vote counts and by noticing too
many (V, P ) entries in the verification form.
This opportunity to detect manipulation of the tally assumes that the EA
provides accurate data, especially the list of voters, in a timely fashion. Any
anomalous behavior by the EA is detectable in the audit.
Each voter can observe that the verification form lists their (V, P ) pair. If
the P values are distinct, each voter can detect any attack that changed their
(V, P ) pair. If exactly two voters pick the same P value, the only case where
an adversary could change one vote without detection is when both voters also
cast the same corresponding vote. Absentee voters can verify their votes from
the final audit data.
It is valuable that all voters participate in the verification process. If the
adversary knew that a particular voter would not verify, and could identify
the corresponding (V, P ) pair, they could attempt to modify that pair without
detection.
If the adversary compromises the voter’s machine, or mounts a man-in-themiddle attack, the adversary could attempt to modify a vote and display a compromised verification form to the corresponding voter. This attack risks detection
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if the voter checks the verification form or final audit data from a separate, uncompromised machine. Similarly, voters have the opportunity to detect changes
to the tally by the forms service.
6.2

Dispute Resolution and Discreditation Attacks

A voter might claim that their (V, P ) pair is not present in the verification form.
When only the V value is in dispute, the dispute resolution procedure provides
an adequate resolution, albeit at the cost of the voter revealing their identity
to the Adjudication Panel. Specifically, the Adjudication Panel can adjust the
tally by replacing the disputed (V, P ) pair with the corrected one offered by the
complainant and posting this action into the audit record (see Section 5.7).
If the adversary changes P values, voters can detect such change, regardless
of whether the adversary additionally modifies any V values. The system does
not have capability to correct such anomalies and does not prevent a dishonest
voter from claiming falsely that the verification form does not list their P value.
Therefore, the system is vulnerable to a discreditation attack by dishonest voters
who falsely claim their P is not present. Adversaries who modify P values can
be detected by the logs of changes to the forms (see Section 6.5).
6.3

Ballot Privacy

The system offers reasonable privacy to honest voters, but none to dishonest
voters. A dishonest voter can intentionally identify themself through their choice
of P value, similar to the way a dishonest voter could write an identifying mark
on a paper ballot. Unfortunately, this limitation facilitates improper influence
via vote buying and coercion. For example, a coercer could demand that the
victim vote with a particular (V, P ) pair. Mitigating improper influence is the
most daunting challenge of Internet voting [11].
Just because a P value might be someone’s name or initials does not necessarily mean that the voter is the identified person. It is possible that a dishonest
voter intentionally entered the P value in question for the purpose of making it
appear that the identified person voted in a certain way.
An adversary who compromises a voter’s machine or monitors communication
traffic could learn how the voter voted. Furthermore, although the voting form
does not overtly identify the voter, it is possible that careful technical analysis
of network traffic could identify the voter from an intercepted voting form.
A corrupt EA (e.g., corrupt T1 ) could attempt the following attack: send a
custom voting form to each voter, resulting in each voter creating a separate
vote table. This attack could be detected by T2 and by anyone inspecting the
final audit data. The vulnerability highlights the importance of the voting form
URL sent to voters.
We trust that the forms service does not link voter identities to their votes.
There are fundamental limits on ballot privacy resulting from the number
and identity of regular and absentee voters. This limitation particularly affects
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absentee voters because there are typically few of them. Although the (V, P )
pairs of the absentee voters are not identified to the entire electorate as such,
these votes are automatically entered into a cloud-based spreadsheet before the
regular votes are entered. Therefore, anyone with access to this spreadsheet,
including the EA, would likely be able to identify the absentee (V, P ) pairs.
If, for example, there were two absentee voters, and they both voted NO, then
anyone who knows the absentee votes could know the selections an absentee
voter made.
6.4

Voter Identification

Because the verification form (but not the voting form) requires the voter to
be signed into an account, the system provides some degree of assurance and
identification of who filled out the verification form.
6.5

Logging

There are several points in the process where the system creates an indelible
record and commitment as a result of sending emails and posting files on a
cloud-based file system with automatic versioning records. In particular, the EA
sends voting and verification forms by email and posts the final audit data on a
cloud-based file system.
Broadcasting data to voters is a difficult process to assure and we cannot
guarantee the Docusign system is invulnerable to attack. In such cases the indelible audit data provides an opportunity for voters and auditors to detect
modifications of broadcast data or manipulations of the final report.

7

Evaluation and User Study

From October 6 to November 23, 2020, two departments, Computer Science and
Electrical Engineering (CSEE) and Information Systems (IS), used the PVV
system, conducting a total of 26 binding referenda on promotion cases, each
involving 8 to 26 voters. Subsequently, 18 of 43 distinct voters answered a followup survey about their experiences. One EA member also answered the survey.
7.1

Survey

The survey comprised five parts (see Appendix C). Parts 1–3 explored user
reactions on a five-point Likert scale. Part 4 solicited free-form responses, and
Part 5 solicited demographic information. Part 1 had three questions comparing
PVV to vote-by-mail on matters of usability, trust, and privacy. Part 2 had three
questions comparing PVV to the paper ballot system used in the previous year
on matters of usability, trust, and privacy. Part 3 had two questions on whether
the verification step increased their trust in the system and whether it was worth
the additional cost.
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From one question in Part 5, we learned that none of the respondents had
experience with verifiable voting systems. Because responses from IS and CSEE
were substantially similar, we present histograms (Figures 3 to 10) that show
the combined responses of the 5 respondents from IS and 12 from CSEE. They
exclude the single administrator’s responses. The caption to each histogram includes the corresponding survey question, exactly worded as on the survey form.
Assigning numerical grades from 1 to 5 to each of the Likert items shows
that voters found PVV trustworthy (mean 4.47) and private (4.47), and a bit
easier (4.00) than email voting. Only two people rated it worse, and only in
terms of usability (apparently due to the verification step). The preference is
less marked against in-person voting but still present. One voter from each department consistently gave the highest grade on all questions, but all other
respondents changed their grades question-by-question, showing that they probably gave each question some thought.

7.2

Open-Ended Feedback

In open-ended feedback from voters, seven respondents considered the delay between voting and verification too long (see Section 8.8). Some voters appreciated
the convenience of our system and noted that, after an initial learning curve, it
was faster than using paper ballots.
Several voters stated that allowing people to verify their vote and the tally
enhanced trust. Some also appreciated that it allowed them to vote at a time of
their convenience (through absentee voting) and that it could engage people who
could not come to in-person meetings but who could attend virtually. One voter
wrote that, despite the system being cumbersome, it was worth the cost to give
people a more hands-on experience with voting issues of which everyone should
be aware. Finally, one indicated that they would prefer to verify just their own
vote and to have a single voter verify the tally.
The administrator liked the paper reduction but did not like having to remind
voters to perform steps in a timely manner. They remarked that it was tedious
from an administrative standpoint to move the data around, but once in place,
“the process was in sync and it seemed to work well.”
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Fig. 3. Answers to “Comparing the online system versus emailing your vote: How easy
was it to vote?”

Fig. 4. Answers to “Comparing the online system versus emailing your vote: How much
do you trust the result?”

Fig. 5. Answers to “Comparing the online system versus emailing your vote: How sure
are you that your vote is private?”
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Fig. 6. Answers to “Comparing the online system versus in-person paper ballot voting
system you used last year: How easy was it to vote?”

Fig. 7. Answers to “Comparing the online system versus in-person paper ballot voting
system you used last year: How much do you trust the result?”

Fig. 8. Answers to “Comparing the online system versus in-person paper ballot voting
system you used last year: How sure are you that your vote is private?”
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Fig. 9. Answers to “Did the verification step increase your confidence in the result?”

Fig. 10. Answers to “Is the verification step worth the additional effort?”

8

Discussion

We now discuss our results and several issues that arose during our study. These
issues include our major design decisions, usability, role and trust of the EA,
mandatory voting and verification, choice of passphrases, limitations, recommendations, and open problems.
8.1

Discussion of Results

Typically voters do not like or trust new voting systems [24]. When they try a
new one, they usually take longer to use it and make more mistakes. However,
first-time users of the PVV system preferred it to the paper ballot system they
had used the previous year. In particular, users trusted PVV more that they
trusted the previous paper ballot system. It is likely that voters accepted PVV
in part because it used the familiar interface of Google Forms.
As PVV adds a verification step that was new to them, it is not surprising
that some voters found it more cumbersome. In the open-ended comments, the
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most significant problem mentioned was the five to ten minute delay between
voting and verification (see Section 8.8). Still, it is notable2 that voters felt that
the verification step increased their confidence in the results and was worth the
extra effort (with about half of the voters feeling strongly on these points).
8.2

Major Design Decisions

We made the following key design decisions.
1. The outcome integrity does not depend on any software or individual operating correctly, making it software independent.
2. The design uses standard tools (especially forms and spreadsheets) familiar
to voters and system administrators. This decision contributed to perceived
usability and implementation simplicity of our system.
3. The verification form organizes the verification table to help voters find
their passphrase and verify the tally without any complex counting (see
Section 8.4).
4. The system does not use any complex protocols or cryptography. This decision contributed to the usability while still providing an appropriately
lightweight level of privacy and integrity for the application.
5. The system did not accept any late votes; absentee votes had to be cast
prior to the meeting; and in-meeting voters verified their votes during the
meeting. Although some voters may have preferred the ability to skip the
verification step, this decision avoided many difficult issues experienced in
the past and enabled the EA to announce the results with greater assurance
during the meeting.
6. The system treats absentee voting as closely as possible to in-meeting voting.
Although the special demands of absentee voting created some difficulties,
this decision helped minimize the complexity required to deal with absentee
voting.
7. The system sends the URL to voters asynchronously via email. This decision
helped voters with limited Internet connections to participate in the meeting.
To mitigate the custom voting form attack mentioned in Section 6.3, it is
helpful to post the voting form URL in the meeting and to include it in the
audit data.
8. For simplicity, we designed a system that does not protect against certain
attacks, such as discreditation attacks. We did so knowing that the stakeholders could adopt a policy that, if such attacks were detected, a second
referendum could be held using a more secure and more complex system
(which would cause a delay). Because boardroom referenda are generally
easier to organize than large-scale elections, this delay would be limited.
Moreover, an attacker wanting to delay the referendum could do so at little
cost by claiming to have issues with their computer.
2

Voter interest in verification might have been affected by the political climate in the
USA at the time, with a lively debate on the security of voting systems.
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Role and Trust of the EA

The Election Administration performed the following functions, communicating
only via computer: (1) Produced the list of referenda and their eligible voters.
(2) Identified the absentee voters. (3) Generated the voting forms. (4) Generated
the verification forms. (5) Started and stopped the voting and verification phases
of each referendum. (6) Archived the audit data. (7) Distributed and collected the
final report to be signed by all voters. (8) Received out-of-band communications
for exceptional circumstances, e.g., when one voter’s Internet connection failed
during a meeting.
In the university promotion referenda, the EA was implemented non-ideally
with the two chosen trustworthy people being staff members of the department.
Opportunities for fraud could be reduced by requiring the EA not to be associated with the department or people in it. Although not part of the EA, the chair
of the promotion committee attended each meeting and started and stopped the
voting and verification phases.
None of the functions requires trust in the EA for outcome integrity. Any
attempt by the EA to alter votes could be detected by the voters. Similarly,
except for the out-of-band communications, none of the functions requires trust
in the EA for ballot privacy. The EA, however, could easily cause a denial of
service, for example by failing to produce the required forms, claiming that the
computer crashed, or intentionally introducing errors into the tables.
The EA has a strong position of access to crucial documents, including the
voting and verification forms, that could facilitate attacks on privacy. For example, a malicious form might have hidden functionality that spied on the voter.
Any adversary, however, could attempt to intercept and replace the legitimate
forms. Similarly, any adversary could intercept and inspect completed forms for
possible metadata that might be helpful in privacy attacks.
8.4

Usability

Several details of the system enhance its usability. First, selecting ballot choices
in a form is a familiar task for everyone because they have filled out other surveys
with this tool. Second, the verification prompt facilitates checking by grouping
similar votes (YES, NO, ABSTAIN) and numbering the lines, helping voters verify the tallies without having to count. Ordering the passphrases alphabetically
reduces effort for voters to find their passphrase in the list. Though we did not
instruct voters on how to verify the counts, we note that, as long as each voter
inspects the consecutive counting numerals in the vicinity of their easily located
entry or name, we can be confident that the consecutive numbering is correct.
Third, voters can remember passphrases more easily than numeric codes (see
Section 8.6).
The PVV experiment revealed three problems. First, despite careful instructions, several voters initially did not understand the concept of verification and
what actions they had to carry out. After one or two referenda, they became
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comfortable with the process. Second, despite holding a PhD in computer science and being familiar with forms, several voters forgot to select “submit” after
filling out a form. Third, there was a significant delay (about five to ten minutes)
between the end of voting and verification caused by the manual creation of the
verification table (see Section 8.8). No complaints presented the opportunity to
test the adjudication process.
PVV is intended for use in small private elections; it would likely be difficult
to use for larger elections (that would take a long time to verify). A large number
of referenda, would also be problematic, such as one might encounter judging an
art exhibit.
8.5

Mandatory Voting and Verification

The referenda were conducted with mandatory voting and verification. By university policy, all eligible voters not on sabbatical were required to vote. Faculty
on sabbatical leave were allowed, but not required, to vote.
Members of the CSEE promotion committee voted to mandate verification,
as did the IS committee. The reason was to enhance outcome integrity. An
adversary might attempt to modify the votes of anyone who would likely not
verify. Although some voters showed impatience with the extra verification step,
all voters tolerated and succeeded at performing it.
Furthermore, university policy requires that the promotion committee report
the identify of who voted, how many people voted absentee, and who did not
vote (with explanation). Although such tabulations might seem simple to perform accurately, practice shows otherwise. In the past, there had been minor
discrepancies caused by confusion during meetings, absentee voting, late voting,
multiple referenda, and the fact that different sets of people were eligible to
vote on different referenda. PVV including its verification step and associated
policies (e.g., no late voting) facilitated the accurate tabulation of these counts.
Nevertheless, during the voting phase and before verification, with PVV
there was no reliable way for the EA to determine who did not vote, or who
thought they had voted but forgot to submit.
8.6

Passphrase Choice

The design of PVV considered a few possible variations for a unique identifying
code before settling on two-word passphrases. This choice leverages people’s
ability to remember word pairs better than numbers [20]. Based on previous
experiments on word choice, we estimate that there is less than 0.1% chance
that two voters in a small group would select the same passphrase [6, 7].
A major issue with voter-chosen passphrases is that such passphrases enable
coercion: a coercer could demand that the victim choose a particular passphrase.
Attempting to mitigate this concern, one might consider restricting the choice
of passphrases to a given block or cloud of words, which would enforce a low
probability of collision and high memorability [6], and could be done by adding
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a software layer on the forms service. It could also be achieved—except for
absentee voters—by displaying the list of words during the meeting. In both
cases, the approach could be compromised if the coercer had access to the cloud
of words seen by the voter, and might demand that the voter select the words
in the upper-left and upper-right corners of the block or cloud. Another possible
vulnerability of these strategies is that the coercer might demand that the victim
communicate the chosen passphrase to the coercer after selecting it and before
the EA publishes the verification form.
Another approach is to use random word generators, such as [28] or [29],
which would dramatically reduce the chance that two voters choose the same
passphrase. We recommended using one (and indicated the two above on each
ballot), but did not mandate this practice to avoid introducing additional software that might contain malware. Such malware might leak information to a
coercer violating ballot privacy, or carry out a “clash” attack [18]. In a clash
attack, the same passphrase could be issued to more than one voter, possibly
enabling an adversary to change one or more votes without detection.
Analysis of passphrases chosen in our study revealed that some voters did
not respect the two-word rule or chose low-entropy passphrases, including “abc
def” or “dog cat”. Moreover, in at least one referendum, the first word of one
passphrase was the three-letter initials of a committee member. It remains a
mystery whether this voter was actually the identified committee member, or
whether some other voter had intentionally created the false impression of being
that member. This situation could be problematic but the freedom to choose
one’s passphrase means that it is difficult to distinguish a voter having fun by
writing weird passphrases from someone trying to be identifiable. As such, the
guessable link between a passphrase and its potential author is an uncertain
speculative inference.
Having multiple referenda at the same meeting raised additional usability
issues with passphrases. Because it would be difficult to remember multiple
passphrases, it may seem reasonable for voters to reuse their passphrases for different referenda conducted on the same day. Doing so creates two issues. First,
it enables anyone to link the votes from the different referenda. Consequently, if
a voter were identified in one referendum, then the voter would be identified in
all referenda for which the voter used the same passphrase. Second, a malicious
voter could intentionally reuse some other voter’s passphrase for the purpose of
creating confusion; such behavior, however, is unlikely to enable a vote-changing
attack. To limit the number of instructions, we chose to let voters do as they
wanted, with a minority changing their passphrases between votes.
8.7

Limitations of the User Study

Limitations of the study include a small voter population and possible bias in the
survey respondents. Ideally, in user studies, the respondents should not know the
creators of the systems tested to avoid being biased. Some of the voters (some
of the anonymous respondents) knew two of the creators, but many of them did
not, including respondents from the second department.
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Reducing the Verification Delay

A main recommendation is to reduce the delay in sending out the verification
form caused by manually constructing the verification prompt. During each referendum, after the close of voting, it took the EA approximately five to ten
minutes to send out the verification form. The main cause of this delay was constructing the verification prompt. This delay might be less than that to count
paper ballots, and in some situations it might be possible for the committee to
attend to other business during the wait. Nevertheless, the delay tested voter
patience, and with multiple referenda held during the same one-hour meeting,
it risked extending the election past the allotted time. It would be better to
generate the verification table automatically.
Automatically constructing the verification prompt is a simple task algorithmically. The main challenge is doing so in a way that does not compromise
privacy or integrity, and helps voters see the results easily. On the positive side,
because voters could detect errors in the verification prompt, generating it automatically does not threaten the software independence of PVV . On the negative side, running any software on the EA’s computer risks compromise of that
machine, which could threaten denial-of-service and to some extent erosion of
ballot privacy. Furthermore, introducing software into the voting process might
cause conflict with institutional policies that seek clarity and transparency of
the voting process. After user feedback, we implemented a method to generate
the verification prompt instantly using a second Google sheet, with the first
sheet having the automatic verification table. However, the system as described
is transparent. Automatically generating the verification prompt should be introduced only after voters (and other parties) are comfortable with the process,
since it introduces multiple spreadsheet functions. Alternatively, one could create
a remote cloud service to accept a vote table and return a verification prompt,
rather than running custom scripts on the EA’s computer.
8.9

Open Problems

In comparison with the existing options of Helios, voice vote, and emailing plaintext votes, the PVV system offers a new balance between outcome integrity,
ballot privacy, usability, and ease of system configuration. Future systems could
be developed to offer different combinations of these properties better suited to
different scenarios.
PVV itself could also be adapted to other voting scenarios with few voters,
and one could test its efficacy in those environments, especially in a comparative
user study between PVV and other systems. It would be interesting to explore
how PVV could be used as a teaching tool to help people learn about verified
voting. This exploration could be done by inquiring about their knowledge, understanding, and opinions both before and after using the system. To date, PVV
has been tested only as an emergency replacement to improve security.
Finally, an analysis of the system using formal methods would also be welcome toward the goal of establishing better security guarantees.
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Conclusion

We have proposed and deployed a transparent system for private remote boardroom voting that is low-tech and voter-verifiable. PVV offers a new option that
emphasizes a simple setup and deployment and few steps for the user, while still
providing voters the ability to verify that their vote was correctly recorded and
tabulated. It demonstrates how simplified versions of modern voting security approaches can be used in new and different kinds of elections. PVV is well-suited
for small groups with with small sets of referenda with some degree of trust
when voting on low-stakes referenda. The design presented is intended for use
in voting meetings involving a number of voters and set of referenda not taking
more than an hour or two to complete. We estimate that group size of, say, 100
is such that, in the entire process, it is easily manageable for the EA to review
the voter list in a few minutes; manageable for voters to review documents for
verification; not extremely likely to incur statistically rare disruptions with individuals; and not be overly burdensome to reconvene for a vote in the case of
denial of service.
PVV demonstrates a few-minute online referendum process in which every
voter assures that their vote is included in a final tally, without requiring special
software or difficult-to-arrange systems. It offers greater ballot privacy and outcome integrity than does the commonly used alternative of sending votes to a
trusted party by email. The system, however, does not provide as much privacy
and integrity as does the more complex-to-set-up Helios system. PVV gently
introduces voters to the idea of voter-verified systems. It can also give people
an understanding of verification and the motivation to consider adopting verifiable voting systems, which has been an issue in the past [16]. It can serve as a
stepping stone toward simpler verification approaches.
The system was well accepted by the two groups that used it. Still, some
voters considered even PVV ’s simple version of verification an additional burden.
While they could have seen verification as a waste of their time, people still found
the process positive and said that it increased their confidence in the voting
system over previous approaches. This first demonstration also confirmed that
using the system a few times reduces the difficulty dramatically.
Adding a small amount of programming would streamline the protocol of
PVV , saving time and effort and reducing chances for EA mistakes. Best practices would add EA protocols to avoid malfeasance by the committee chair or
the EA (not tested in the demonstrations reported herein). The EA should have
no relationship to the voters or voting organization. Both the EA and the committee chair should be required to show their list of voters, and compilation of
verification and votes, to an impartial university administrator outside the department. This oversight removes them from any suspicion of tampering with
the election. This oversight is newly available in virtual meetings as external
personnel are not allowed in the promotion meeting.
The boardroom voting scenario to which PVV speaks is quite a different setting from municipal elections but also presents problems of integrity, accuracy,
and privacy. Getting people to follow up on anything they do is difficult. Getting
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even security experts to be willing to take a verification step in an election has
been challenging. Modern voting technology insights, software independence or
single-agent independence (making sure that no one person or thing can compromise a person’s vote), assuring that a person votes, and assuring the vote
is included are all valuable in this special kind of election. The virtual interactions of the pandemic became a forum to learn better how verification can be
communicated and acted on.
One of the main results of this paper is the idea that many kinds of elections
occur (e.g., a board of directors policy decision), with very different requirements,
and can be improved with common off-the-shelf technology systems in simple
ways. These different requirements show the usefulness of having a range of
voting options for various applications, including ones with different tradeoffs
between simplicity, ease of use, privacy, and outcome integrity. Our experiment
shows that software independence can be made practical even in a world where
computers collect votes. PVV is an easy-to-implement system that can greatly
reduce problems over other boardroom elections options.
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